
1 Core sector output growth spurts to 6.7% in Feb. 

3 ‘Child accused of POCSO offence to be tried as
per the JJ Act’ 

3 Skyroot Aerospace successfully test fires stage-2
of Vikram-1 launch vehicle in A.P. 

4 Govt. extends AFSPA in parts of Nagaland,
Arunachal Pradesh 

6 India should lead the way on peace process:
Ukraine FM 

6 Households across the world waste 1 billion meals
a day, says UN report 

7 Eradication of TB remains a distant goal as
systemic challenges persist 

7 A living will, so the terminally ill can avoid the
indignities of prolonged hospital care 

8 The countdown to a pandemic treaty 

8 Understanding India’s coal imports 

10 Measuring internet freedom in India in the last 10
years 

12 ‘Only 4% firms in India ready to tackle
cybersecurity risks’ 

13 T+0 kicks in but participation remains low 

14 China sends glacier water from Tibet to climate-
hit Maldives 

9 Justice Gavai: SC has to act as custodian of the
Constitution

9 Stage-two test a success Skyroot closer to
India’s 1st pvt orbital rocket launch

9 Arunachal, Assam told to ready elephant
corridor plan

10 Taking on Big Tech

10 YOUNG AND THE OLD

11 The deflator problem

13 Why Nov-Dec temperatures may decide the
rabi output

13 CARRYING CASH DURING ELECTION SEASON: WHAT
EC RULES SAY

13 Governor’s assent to state laws

13 From birds to animals on land, sea: what’s
driving deadly strain of H5N1?

15 T+0 settlement cycle: 90 trades takes place in 10
stocks on first day
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